The Resolution of Boundary Disputes between the Habsburgs and the Venetians in Istria by the Arbitral Decision of 1535

The Habsburgs’ estates and the Venetian communes had a long boundary in northern Italy and Istria. Because of the specific circumstances in which the inter-state boundary was formed, it was constantly plagued by uncertainties and misunderstandings, which often resulted in local hostilities and violence. The escalation of boundary problems occurred at the beginning of the 16th century, simultaneously with the formation of the League of Cambrai and the war between its allies and Venice. The war incited the two political powers (and disputants) to search for a means of resolving the boundary disputes peacefully. For this, arbitration was arranged between them in Trento (Trident) in 1535, of which several archival sources have been preserved. The paper analyses the Trento Agreement of 1535 according to the manuscripts in the state archives in Venice and Vienna as well as some other fragmentary texts on local arbitration following the model of Trento. The author specifically examines arbitrations in which the boundary disputes were resolved in Istria.
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1. Introduction

At the beginning of the 16th century, the estates governed by the Habsburgs and the communes subjected to Venice came into direct territorial contact along the boundary which stretched from northern Italy to Istria. The boundary sometimes manifested as a line, in other places it was a strip of land or an area, while often it did not correspond to any jurisdictional delimitation. This boundary was not drawn instantly. Initially, before the two powers came into territorial contact, these were separate local boundaries that had nothing to do with one another, and at that stage they were surely not intended to serve as the inter-state delimitation. They had their own traditional regimes, quarrels and disputes that were manifested in narrow local relations. Once their nature changed and they became inter-state frontiers, they were transformed into places of confrontation between the locals living on the opposite sides.

The idea of a boundary in the West was not the same at all times or in different circumstances. It had a permanently changing nature, depending on the means and modes in which different rulers claimed the territory and placed territorial limits on what they claimed. In Roman times, it was manifested in private relations as a strip of land five feet wide, while in interstate relations it might have been in the shape of a line or, in some specific areas (e.g. the African limes) it was fluid and conceived as a territory that functioned like a membrane within the seasonal migrations of people. In the West, the concept of the boundary in the ius commune was strongly...
conditioned by the wording of the Corpus iuris civilis. The boundary served as the end of territory, terrae spatium, but also as a jurisdictional munitum, which could refer to the separation of territories, but also to the separation of jurisdictions which did not necessarily coincide with territorial delimitations. However, it is impossible to describe the actual boundary with reference to general perceptions of ius commune because its nature and shape were deeply conditioned by the very local circumstances in which it could take a wide variety of forms. For example, as a reaction to the plague epidemics in the 17th century (especially in the thirties), in certain areas, the boundary between the Habsburgs and the Venetians in Istria was in the shape of a strip of land two kilometres wide, which served as a cordone di sanità along the main road (Strada detta dell’impero), which connected to the territories. It was simultaneously a wide sanitary and military boundary belt that served as a quarantine area fortified with sanitary and military stations.

This paper provides an insight into how the Habsburgs and Venetians attempted to resolve the boundary problem in 1535 by way of an arbitration arranged in Trento [Trient]. It examines several manuscripts in which the arbitration of 1535 is recorded, but it is primarily concerned with the boundary dispute resolution in Istria achieved in the awardal awards of 1535 that were successively rendered in Pazin [Mitterburg] and Trieste. The paper demonstrates the results of the author’s research of the boundary problem in Istria, and provides perspectives for further research and analysis of the Viennese manuscript (a copy from the Austrian State Archives).

2. Relevant historical background

The boundary between the Habsburgs’ estates and the Venetian communes in northern Italy and Istria in the late Middle Ages has been qualified as a constantly disputed matter. The problem involved not only the rulers from both sides, but also a large number of people living on the boundary or in its surroundings. The boundary between the Habsburgs and Venetians became an even larger issue after 1420, when the Patriarchate of Aquileia lost its civil authority over large portions of northern Italy and Istria. In most cases, the Venetians took possession of the properties of the Patriarchate and thereby came into direct territorial contact with the estates under the Habsburgs’ rule.

The formation of a boundary between the Habsburgs and the Venetians did not happen instantly. It was a result of a long-lasting political process in which, by diverse means and at different periods, the two supreme powers gradually seized the neighbouring communes and estates. In such circumstances, the pre-existing local boundary between two (or more) relatively small and insignificant territories became a strategic demarcation line between two universal powers. For this, at least in the late Middle Ages and up until the 16th century, the boundary line between the Habsburgs’ and Venetian spheres of interest was not permanent; it was subjected to constant changes and redefinitions, resulting in extreme tensions and uncertainties. The shape of the boundary was never final because its formation was based on gaining or losing the su-
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preme authority over a particular political unit, rather than on territorial conquest.8

Boundaries, whose formation occurred in this specific way, gave rise to multiple disputes. They inherited the pre-existing traditional quarrels and misunderstandings that represented a constant in the inter-communal relations of the Middle Ages. Even before the territorial (boundary) contacts of the Habsburgs and Venetians, medieval documents often refer to “differentiae”. The term signifies not necessarily a boundary line, but an area near the boundary that was in a specific way attached to boundary disputes. “Differentiae” were areas which were not subject to a regular property regime because the inhabitants from both sides of the boundary traditionally used them, i.e. they were reserved for common use. In most cases, these areas encompassed vital natural goods such as water sources, woodlands, pastures, arable land etc. Their common use necessarily led to misunderstandings and to each side’s desire to capture them for their own use, which resulted in their description as a disputed territory (“territorio contentioso”).9

Because the boundary line between the Habsburgs and Venetians was not instantly fixed, it was often connected with uncertainties with regard to its precise position. The problem was even further aggravated by the fact that the territorial boundary in the Middle Ages did not necessarily correspond to the boundaries of the fiscal jurisdiction.10 This was well-attested in the
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10 Fiscal jurisdictions were not and even today often still do not correspond to the territorial boundaries of the administrative entities under canon law. E.g. the diocese does not necessarily have full or any fiscal jurisdiction over the monasteries on its territory and vice versa. Moreover, in the Middle and Modern Ages the church entities or higher church officials might assume civil powers (plenum ius) and dominion over territories (communes, estates etc.) and fully exercise the famous case of the village of Zamask [Zamasc–Zumesco] in Istria, where even after the boundary settlement of 1535, the Habsburgs’ vassals owed certain tributes to the neighbouring Venetian commune of Motovun.11 The case depicts a situation in which the fiscal jurisdiction stretched beyond the territorial limits. Initially, such challenges represented a local problem. However, once the local boundary between the two communes evolved into an inter-state delimitation, the “local irritations” evolved into potential triggers for potentially much larger-scale hostilities.

Istria in the late Middle Ages and the early Modern Age represents all the dangers that might emerge from an unclear boundary line. Its geographically compact territory was politically divided on the estates that recognized the supremacy of the Habsburgs, which covered 1/3 of the territory, while the communes, whose territories covered 2/3 of Istria, were subjected to Venice.

The devastating effects of such boundary situations, not only in Istria but also on the vast territories of northern Italy, became apparent after the formation of the League of Cambrai in 1508. The League’s intention was to attack the Republic of Venice and divide its territories among the allies. The major battlegrounds were located in northern Italy and Istria because the allies predominately struggled for control over Venice’s
mainland (Terraferma), for which the inter-commune boundary line was of the utmost importance. The war eventually ended with the triumph of Venice (for it retained or regained the lost territories) despite its many military defeats. The impacts of the war in Istria were felt on the boundary line or in places that were close to or attached to it. All modifications of the post-war boundary went in favour of Venice, which for the first time captured some small forts and villages of considerable strategic significance. Such small territorial advances provided Venice with an important psychological advantage in the forthcoming post-war events, which were all concentrated around the disputed boundary.

The War of the League of Cambrai put forth a problem of the undetermined boundary line between the Habsburgs’ estates in the Istrian mainland and the Venetian communes located in the coastal regions. The War was a starting point of an overall escalation of violence along the boundary line, which both sides instantly detected as a point in their relations that they could not overcome. For this reason, in 1535 they attempted to resolve their boundary disputes by way of arbitration, which is the topic of this paper.

The real background of the conflict in Istria and in the areas of northern Italy which gravitated toward the Adriatic was always the strategic port of Trieste, its surroundings and the nearby salt pans which were controlled by the Habsburgs, although they were surrounded by the Venetian territories. The conflict was never constrained solely to these issues, but always had an impact on the whole boundary line, bringing permanent turmoil to the territories and populations living along it.

3. Archival sources of the arbitration of 1535

The sources of the 1535 arbitration have survived in several manuscripts. Because the 1535 arbitration file is a collection of the principal arbitration of Trento and a large number of “local arbitrations” (which were arranged on its grounds for a specific section of the boundary), records of that dispute resolution exist in different forms. A number of shorter manuscripts depict arbitration procedures over certain smaller sections of the boundary or over a separate location or a strip of land that was highly disputed. These are extracts from the original Trento arbitration file which were purposefully copied. The manuscripts underwent language adaptations, thereby departing from the original wording in Latin. They are written in Italian or in the Istrian-Venetian dialect, or some other local idioms.

The second form in which the 1535 arbitration appears is a manuscript in Latin, a copy of the original, containing summarized records (a sort of a catalogue) of many particular (“local”) dispute resolutions in northern Italy and Istria. The manuscript is preserved in the Austrian State Archives and deserves an in-depth examination in the future.

The third form in which the 1535 arbitration appears are collections of scripts containing local arbitrations for broader sections of the boundary line in a certain region or a separate territory. In 2017 a study of the Trento arbitration was published on the ground of an arbitration file which survived in the State Archive in Venice. The
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file reveals arbitration on the most disputed sections of the boundary line in Istria.\footnote{Bradara, II Confine.}
The Latin key wording of the archival source suggests that the arbitration was not about the land as such. It exclusively refers to “territorium”, meaning the land under jurisdiction of one or other party to the dispute, i.e. an area under its full control.\footnote{Habeneck, Territory 231 – 232.} The language of the arbitration, specifically the key words, reflects the terms which appeared in such legal contexts in late medieval Europe. This is additionally affirmed by the use of the word “dominium”, signifying exclusive control over “territorium”, which has the central place in it. It characterizes each disputant in the arbitration of 1535 as Il Stato, which fully corresponds to juridico-political trends and processes which were going on in Europe from the late Middle Ages onwards.\footnote{Sassen, Territory 123ff.}

4. Why arbitration?

In general terms, the Habsburgs and Venice were two different and completely incompatible rulers. They were independent from one another, separate and autonomous. They recognized no higher authority on their territories. For that reason, disputes among them could not be contested in any common court. Next, we come to the enforceability of a decision that a third person, entity or court would make in dispute between them. Because these were separate and independent powers, there would be no means to enforce such decision. Moreover, their legal traditions were incompatible: Venice explicitly rejected the ius commune and insisted that all its laws were self-designed within the discretion (arbitrium) and initiative of magistrates in the making and interpretation of the law,\footnote{Povolo, Liturgies 534.} while the Habsburgs’ estates relied more on ius commune. In such circumstances, any effective boundary settlement necessarily required an agreement of both sides (acting on equal footing), and thereby their voluntary subjection to an ad hoc court which they would establish for that particular matter. This meant that they could only employ inter-state arbitration. Arbitration was attractive for another reason: it enabled each party on equal footing to select one arbitrator, while the third (impartial) arbitrator was selected by both of them. The Tenor sententiae Tridentinae (which is the official name of the Trento arbitration) follows such pattern of appointing arbitrators, which evidently comes from Roman law. An option to have two arbitrators, each appointed by one disputant, was unsustainable in case of dissenting opinions, for which a third impartial arbitrator was required.\footnote{Selecting multiple arbitri was associated with risks in case of dissenting opinions. It could be prevented by selecting an odd number of arbitri: each party selected his own arbiter, and afterwards they would reach a consensus on the third arbiter. D 4, 8, 17, 6.}

The wording of the archival source at hand links the Trident arbitration to mediation by mentioning that the third impartial arbitrator is at the same time a mediator (not an amicabilis compositor). The source does not provide any reasoning or explanation of the precise meaning of bringing together the two means of dispute resolution. We believe that mediation might have been employed because the arbitration (arbitrium) in the Middle and Modern Ages was consistently modelled on the grounds of the classical Roman arbitration ex compromisso (which is substantially different to the classical arbitrium boni viri and medieval amicabilis composicio), which allowed the arbitrator to do nothing else in his award other than to ultimately proclaim who was right and who was wrong. Arbitration
at the time which is relevant for this paper, especially the one that addressed inter-state relations, did not allow the arbitrator to resort in his decision to negotiated justice or negotiated settlements, which, at the other hand, the boundary disputes often necessitated. We believe the indication of mediation should be interpreted as a means of compensation for the rigidity that deciding the case by arbitration may bring and which could potentially lead to an outbreak of hostilities between the disputants. However, only the third impartial arbitrator was vested with mediation powers, which most distinctively differentiated him from the two arbitrators, who were selected by the disputants.

5. Arbitration agreement

Different manuscripts focus on different aspects of the boundary line, ranging from a holistic approach to narrow considerations constrained to a certain place or area. Nevertheless, the initial part of all manuscripts reveals the process in which arbitration was arranged. They mention an act indicated as “litterae patentes” – signifying an arbitration agreement between “Serenissimi Romanorum Regis” and “Illustrissimi Dominii Veneti”. The agreement is also indicated as compromissum, which additionally clarifies that the model of arbitration came from Roman law. In the Romano-canonical procedure of the Middle Ages, compromissum signifies the legal foundation of an arbitrator’s obligation to settle the dispute finally and with binding force, while the parties should abide by it and proceed to implement it.

“Litterae patentes” (or “compromissum”) laid down the arbitration pattern and standard for all the local (forthcoming) arbitrations. The Trento arrangement was not intended to be directly operative. It only set out the model and provided an initiative for the local arbitrations to become operative. The Viennese manuscript records a large number of local arbitrations in northern Italy and Istria which were initiated on the grounds of the Trento Agreement to determine the boundary only between a single Habsburg estate and a Venetian commune.

The initial part of “litterae patentes” / “compromissum” records the selection of arbitrators (“nominatio et electio arbitrorum”), which corresponds with the standard contents of the ad hoc arbitration arrangements. Both sides chose persons with a relevant legal background (“iurisconsulti”): the Habsburgs appointed the royal judge Antonius Queta while the Venetians selected Mathias Avogadro. The persons appointed by the parties were not impartial or objective arbitrators. They were both high-level legal officials and office holders in the administration of the disputant who selected them, which is explicitly indicated. For this, a third person was required, who would then represent the disinterested factor of the arbitration at hand, its impartial and objective component. These two then reached an agreement over the third (impartial) person – Ludovicus Porro, a “superabiter”, who together with the first two constituted the ad hoc arbitration court of three men (odd number). Ludovicus Porro is additionally referred to as “mediator communis”, suggesting that he was not only an adjudicator. He may have acted as a mediator or a peacemaker between the two confronted parties. Ludovicus Porro apparently had two different
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roles because, in the civil procedure of the time, the arbitrator is a substantially contrasted mediator.\textsuperscript{26} Any mention of a mediator in this arbitration must be interpreted in the legal context of the Early Modern Ages. His employment in the inter-state arbitration of that time had to prevent warfare among the disputing parties and sustain peace.\textsuperscript{27} However, his employment blurs the distinction (even the nomenclature) between arbitration and mediation in the dispute at hand. This may be justified if, already at this point, a reference is made to the wording of the award of the Trident arbitration. One may distinguish different approaches to the settling of disputes for different sections of the boundary: somewhere the boundary was settled in a clear-cut resolution (e.g. the village of Zamask), elsewhere it was apparently negotiated with no unilateral preferences or firm regimes ("loca differentiarum"), while in other places the settlement was not reached at all. The same pattern of appointing arbitrators was mirrored in the local arbitrations that followed the Trento Agreement. For instance, in the arbitration of 8 October 1535 conducted in Pazin, a royal captain in Duino – Johannes Hoffer – was appointed superarbiter by the two arbitrators, each selected by one disputant (the Venetian commune of Montona and the Habsburgs’ representative – Captain Luigi Moscon of Pazin).\textsuperscript{28}

6. Arbitration in Istria

6.1. General remarks

The arbitration of Trento (Trident) of 17 June 1535 was fundamental and served as a model for subsequent local ones. As a model, it defined the structure, means of appointing arbitrators, their number and the procedural standards of arbitrations (especially with reference to evidence).

The Viennese manuscript covers all of the disputed areas, in relation to which it provides only a brief overview of the parties, basic facts and determinants of each case. Much differently, the Venetian manuscript gives an insight into a narrow disputed territory (of Istria), in relation to which it provides profound descriptions of the boundary section. Of such a manuscript we can make more use in order to identify how arbitration came to function in practice.

6.2. Disputed matters

The Trento arbitration addressed Istria with several provisions:

(1) The restoration of the possessions, income, expenses and damages as they were prior to the War of the League of Cambray ("prout ante bellum" or "quemadmodum ante bellum").\textsuperscript{29} The War of the League of Cambray via facti remodelled the traditional division of the Habsburgs’ and Venetians’ communes in Istria. The intention of the Trident arbitration was to restore the territorial division and political supremacy which existed before the War. There is only a single case of the restoration of territory that the arbitration achieved and of which we are aware. The fort of Momiano, which had been captured by the inhabitants of Koper (who recognised the Venetian rule) in 1508, was – by means of the award – legally restored to the Raunichers, a German family, and simultaneously to the Habsburgs’ supremacy. The Raunichers never returned to the fort; in 1521 they sold it to the Venetian family Rotta, whereby the fort changed the political supremacy as well.\textsuperscript{30}
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(2) The fiscal regimes in the disputed boundary areas which were corrupted during and after the War. The Venetian commune of Montona traditionally had a certain fiscal jurisdiction over the income of the persons subjected to the Habsburgs’ rule.\textsuperscript{31} There were three types of such income (“territicum”, “herbaticum”, “podestaria”) to which the Venetian commune of Montona was entitled. In 1533 and 1534, which preceded the arbitration of Trident, the imperial vassals with no sustainable reason refused to perform their fiscal duties to the neighbouring Venetian commune, which gave rise to the typical property disputes not over the existence of these right and duties, but rather over the imperial vassals’ failure to perform them. The fiscal rights originated in an earlier age – when the commune of Montona encompassed the territories which were later separated from it and attached to territorial units under the Habsburgs’ rule. The initial fiscal regime, which is well recorded in the medieval statute of Montona, remained after these territories’ separation from Montona and was considered to be the traditional income of the Venetian commune of Montona in the Modern Period.\textsuperscript{32}

(3) The boundary definition in the village of Zamask, which was highly disputed and ultimately divided into two parts (Venetian Zuimesco and Austrian Zamasco). The award settled the direction in which the division was performed.\textsuperscript{33} The dispute over this strategic hilltop village had been over 200 years old, which means that it went back to the period when the Habsburgs’ rule was established in Istria for the first time. Many unsuccessful attempts were made in the course of this period to determine its belonging, i.e. who possessed it – the Venetians or the Habsburgs – but they never produced an adequate result. The arbitration of Trident divided the village in two parts, which has survived ever since in communal divisions and in the cadastre of the 1820s.\textsuperscript{34}

(4) The preservation of the legal interest of the captain of Pazin, who was an official the Habsburgs.\textsuperscript{35} The provisions addressing the captain were formulated in a way that the boundary definition should not restrict or endanger his legal rights. Its formulation was justified on the grounds of peace achievement and its preservation (“pro bono pacis”). Such a provision immobilized the dispute resolution and award rendering to a substantial extent because all determinations should ultimately conform to the captain’s interests.

(5) The prohibitory instruction to the parties to stay bound by the award and not to do anything to the contrary.\textsuperscript{36}

The first local arbitration emerging from the Trento arbitration was conducted in Pazin on 8 October 1535. It consistently followed the model and tasks set out by the Trento arbitration. The three arbitrators undertook an inspection to gain a direct insight into the locations of the dispute. The arbitration dealt with “loca differentiarum” and “territorio contentioso”.\textsuperscript{37} The second arbitration was conducted in Trieste on 18 October 1535. It principally dealt with the setting of the boundary markings according to the Trento and Pazin awards.\textsuperscript{38}
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6.3. Arbitration procedures

The Trento arbitration file places disputants in an equal position which was consistently followed at the local levels. Arbitration on equal footing meant equality in the selection of arbitrators and subsequent equality of arms in the procedure. Such values are explicitly attested in the descriptions of the procedural request put before the arbitrators: " [...] responsonie partis adverse, exceptionibus et oppositionibus utrinque factis, attestationibus, instrumentis, allegationibus, caeterisque iuribus, ab utraque parte productis, de quibus in actis ac aliis videndis [...]." The procedure had to ensure equality when the claim and counterclaims were put forward. It demanded an adversarial and contradictory procedure with provisions, enabling each party to be instantly heard, i.e. to provide it with the possibility to directly respond to what the other disputant alleged and to simultaneously produce evidence for its counterclaim. The procedure was governed by immediacy, being applied not solely to discussions, but also to terrain-based inspections. The arbitration of Trento insisted that the arbitrators visit and see the disputed boundary line with their own eyes. The procedural equality was facilitated in producing evidence: " [...] pars contendat se possedisse et testes super ea re contrarios, utraque invicem repugnantia produxerint".40

There were several main forms of evidence employed: on-site inspection, documents and witnesses. The arbitrators demanded that witnesses were "idoneis, notis, probis, uocatis, rogatis, et adhibitis".41 Both sides were equally entitled to propose and produce evidence. Each arbitration court had powers to make judgments on witnesses' credibility. Witnesses (testes) were often explicitly mentioned in the awards while, on the other hand, there are no references to documents, inspections or any other type of evidence. It leads us to the conclusion that witnesses' statements were the most important, and that decisions were primarily witness-based.

6.4. Decision-making and enforcement

The principal task put before the arbitrator was to determine the disputed boundaries. This means that, after they had evaluated all pieces of evidence, the arbitrators were bound to define the boundary on site (confinatio). Next, they were bound to draw a boundary line on the terrain as a result of the inspection that they had previously undertaken. Finally, the two local arbitration awards (of Pazin and Trieste) recorded the placement of the boundary markings (terminus, confinium) on the exact place where the boundary line was determined. The three-year research we conducted, in which the boundary line in Istria was examined in all its aspects (maps, documents, material remains etc.) revealed that boundary definitions actually took place and that, at least in some parts or in certain locations, they were enforced and made visible by placing boundary markings (stones, crosses, piles of stones etc.). There is a reliable and accurate record of an award in which the village of Zamask was divided in two halves. Nowadays in the land registers and cadastral the small village is still administratively divided in two parts. However, we may with great certainty conclude that not all the sections of the boundary line were determined, or at least that they were not determined precisely. In the upcoming years, decades and centuries, this gave rise to an escalation of violence and severe hostilities.

There are several important reasons which prevented the award from being fully executed. It had no real binding force, which gave enough leeway for each party to depart from it wherever or at whatever occasion it was not satisfied with the wording of the award. There was no guarantor or third supreme authority who could con-
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trol its enforcement or exert pressure on the parties to conform to what the arbitrators had decided. In some sections or specific localities along the boundary, no means of dispute resolution were adequate to reach a solution because the disputes were profound, long-lasting (traditional) and, additionally, in different sections the boundary might have manifested differently or appeared in different forms (such as a line, strip of land, corridor, vast undefined area, common goods such as the forest, pastures etc. which were traditionally used by the entire population that lived along the boundary etc.). Finally, there was never an adequate degree of willingness to resolve all the difficult issues along it. It seems, hypothetically, that the only means to resolve such a dispute would be a complex inter-state treaty that would require a lot of patience, negotiation, compromises and concessions, for which none of the disputants was ever ready.

The restoration of possessions and income (which was illegally collected by the Austrians in 1533 and 1534) was proclaimed in favour of the Venetian commune of Motovun, however, its full enforcement was not successful.

The regime over “loca differentiarum” and “territorium contentiosum”, which was a true “cancer” of the boundary and a cause of the war in Istria, was not addressed by the awards. “Loca differentiarum” and “territorium contentiosum” remained a permanent “cancer” in local inter-state relations until 1797.

The two most complete manuscripts of the arbitration of 1535 (the Venetian and the Viennese) contain no record of its ratification. An overview of the other relevant archival sources (that reveal only partial records of the arbitration at hand) says nothing about the Tenor Sententiae Tridentinae once the decision was made. In this regard, there are strong grounds to claim that the Sententia Tridentina was not ratified. The arbitration arrangement of 1535 and the following arbitration procedure were surely not formally qualified or perceived as a peace treaty, although its real function was to make peace and to keep it along the boundary line. On several occasions, the wording of the arbitration indicates that peace-making was the principal motive and an ultimate goal of the procedure. Nevertheless, the wording of that arbitration is missing all the specific clauses which at the time were the standard and the most recognizable contents of peace treaties.

The Trident arbitration of 1535 was a dispute resolution on contractual grounds, representing the specificity of arbitration. The archival file at hand is primarily a decision with only a brief reference to how the agreement (contract) was made. The arbitration award necessitated no approval or ratification once it was rendered because all the arrangements and approvals were made in the arbitration arrangement phase, most probably by signing and sealing the arbitration agreement and selecting arbitrators which, at least in theory (having in mind these two specific disputants), invoked its binding force. At that point, the disputants took all the risks, including the risk that one of them might not conform to whatever the arbitrators would render. Otherwise, i.e. in case of its disappointment, each party could depart from the execution of the award by refusing to ratify it, arbitration would not be a sustainable means of resolving inter-state disputes. We believe that these are the main reasons why there is no evidence that the award was ratified.

7. Conclusions

The arbitration of 1535 between the Habsburgs and the Venetians was an attempt to settle the inter-state boundary dispute peacefully using rational legal means. In that particular inter-state dispute resolution, arbitration was exploit-
ed in combination with mediation, which represents its unconventional use – in inter-state relations, i.e. outside the traditional arbitral ambient of private law.

Manuscripts which contain the text of the arbitration indicate a standardization and consistency in all the proceedings. Local arbitrations were fully governed by the principal arbitration of Trento. They are the local mirrors and derivations of the general settlements arranged in Trento. The manuscripts differ among themselves in the approach, i.e. whether they record the dispute resolution holistically (for the whole boundary like the Vienna manuscript) or for a particular section, area or even a specific position along the boundary. Each of the arbitrations most probably had its own file, i.e. a collection of texts that were of relevance for a particular dispute resolution in a certain place. Summarized versions of such particular arbitrations were collected and inserted into the principal Trento file, of which we have substantial data.

In Istria, we read of at least three local arbitrations (of two we have substantial knowledge from the State archive in Venice, while one is only indicated in the Viennese manuscript). These are sufficient materials to recognize a pattern of the dispute resolution which in all aspects consistently relied on common standards set in Trento and not on discretion or customary law perceptions of individual arbitration proceedings and the arbitrators involved.

Regardless of its final result (which failed to be achieved), arbitration in the boundary dispute of 1535 testifies that already at the beginning of the 16th century some states were in search of means of peaceful dispute resolution which would eliminate or at least reduce resorting to acts of violence. The arbitration attempt of 1535 indicates that the great political powers realized that such a search had to rely on certain standards, consistency and the law. Far more than its final result, such perceptions of the early 16th century sovereigns are worthy of research and studying because they are surely a part of the foundations of international law as we know it today.
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